
 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

Travel: Improving your IELTS response 
 
 

Read the example and think about how to improve it. 

I want to go to The Republic of Turkey. There are some reasons why I want to visit Turkey. 
 First, I am interested in Turkish food, culture, and history. Especially, I want to know a lot of thing about 
Turkish dishes and I want to eat that. I think one of the most famous Turkish food in Japan is kebabu, but 
the most popular recipe in Turkey is stew. I would like to try eating that local food. I am interested in 
Turkish food because my high school history teacher told me about Turkey when I was a high school 
senior. She had visited Turkey, and she know a lot of things about that. The thing she told me was exiting.  
 Second, I would like to visit Turkish historical place. I like world history and I want to tour several world 
sites. The history teacher told me about history and story about her trip in that country. It was interesting 
for me. Especially, I want to see the remains of the Ottoman Turks. I know about that only pictures. The 
buildings have so great strength and that are so beautiful that I would like to see that with my eyes. 
Topkapi Palace is one of the places I want to visit the best. 
 For these reasons, I want to got to Turkey. 
 
 
How can you improve the writing? 

Repeating Turkish    – this country’s /place’s /  their 
Want to     – would like  (more formal) 
Food      – cuisine, dishes, meals, delicacies 
Famous     – well-known 
I am interested in …  because …  The (first) reason why I am interested in … is because… 
Buildings    - architecture 
 
   
 
If I had the opportunity, I would like to go and see Turkey. There are several reasons why I would like to 
visit this country as I am interested in Turkish food and history. First,  
I would like to know a lot of more about their cuisine and try a few dishes. I think one of the most well-
known Turkish meals in Japan is the kebab but the most popular dish is Turkey stew. I would like to try 
eating this local food. The reason why I am particularly interested in this country’s food is because my high 
school history teacher told me about Turkey when I was a high school senior. She had visited this place and 
she knew a lot of things about their cuisine. She told me that it was very exciting trying out their local 
delicacies. The second reason why I would like to visit this country is to see their historical places. I like 
world history and I would like to go on a tour to see some of their world heritage sites. My history teacher 
told me about their history as well. It was really interesting for me and I would love to see the tourist sites 
she mentioned, especially the old remains of Ottoman Empire. I only know about these places from 
pictures. Their architecture has such great strength and beauty and I would like to see them with my own 
eyes. Topkapi Palace, for example, is one of the places I would relish the opportunity to visit. For these 
reasons, I really would like to go to Turkey. 
 
 
 
 



 

                                                                                                                     

 
 

From the above work, try to chunk the speech 

 

Find the pause – Chunking  short /    longer //                    CAPITALISE the stressed (important) word 

 

I LIKE this class / because the teacher is GOOD / and everyone if FRIENdly. //  ALso, / my English is getting BEtter.// 

 
 
If I had the opportunity, / I would like to go and see Turkey. // There are several reasons / why I would like 
/ to visit this country / as I am interested in Turkish food and history. // First, / I would like to know a lot of 
more / about their cuisine / and try a few dishes. // I think / one of the most well-known Turkish meals in 
Japan / is the kebab / but the most popular dish is Turkey stew. // I would like / to try eating this local food. 
/ The reason / why I am particularly interested in this country’s food / is because my high school history 
teacher / told me about Turkey when I was a high school senior. // She had visited this place / and she 
knew a lot of things / about their cuisine. // She told me / that it was very exciting / trying out their local 
delicacies. // The second reason / why I would like to visit this country / is to see their historical places. // I 
like world history / and I would like to go on a tour / to see some of their world heritage sites. // My history 
teacher told me about their history as well. // It was really interesting for me / and I would love / to see 
the tourist sites she mentioned, / especially the old remains of Ottoman Empire. // I only know about 
these places from pictures. // Their architecture has such great strength and beauty / and I would like to 
see them with my own eyes. / Topkapi Palace, / for example, / is one of the places I would relish / the 
opportunity to visit. // For these reasons, / I really would like to go to Turkey.// 
 


